ABSTRACT In this paper, the replacement values to the singularity of fitting Green's function are intensively researched in Fitting Green's function Fast Fourier Transformation (FG-FFT) for different frequency points. As is shown in the research, the different replacement values caused the different accuracy of fitting Green's function. The experiments show that an universal appropriate replacement value can improve the accuracy of the fitting Green's function over the entire frequency band, and it is called the optimal wide-band replacement value in this paper. In the case of application of the optimal replacement scheme to FG-FFT, the number of the near correction elements is significantly reduced. Meanwhile, FG-FFT with the proposed scheme and interpolation method herein is used for wide-band analysis of electrically large objects to overcome the obvious error in FG-FFT with traditional replacement scheme and interpolation method. The near correction matrix elements can be interpolated over the entire frequency band with the new scheme, thereby achieving effective combination of the FG-FFT with matrix inter/extrapolation method, which greatly improved the computational efficiency for wide-band analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The method of moments (MoM) [1] is an effective tool commonly used in the analysis of electromagnetic scattering or radiation frequency domain problems. Compared with other computational methods, MoM has advantages like high accuracy and good stability. However, the scope of its application is limited due to the high complexity. Meanwhile MoM is difficult to analysis wide-band problem,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Mengmeng Li. which is a hot concept and difficult point in electromagnetics scattering. The existing major methods with MoM for analysis wide-band problem can be divided into two categories: methods based on interpolation current, and methods based on interpolation impedance matrix. The first category methods such as asymptotic waveform evaluation (AWE) technique [2] , [3] , model-based parameter estimation (MBPE) [4] - [6] and skeleton-based wide-band algorithm (SBWBA) [7] , have advantages of fast interpolated calculation and easy integration between fast algorithms. However, the equivalent currents are not a linear function of frequency VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ so that great many the frequency samples are required. The second category methods [8] - [13] , impedance matrix interpolation methods, have high accuracy and good stability over the entire frequency band. For the second category methods based on impedance matrix interpolation, direct application of MoM has already been described in papers. However, because of the excessively high storage and computational complexity requirements, its application is greatly limited. The fast algorithms of MoM can effectively reduce the storage requirement and computational complexity [14] - [28] . But for a long time, the combination of the fast algorithms with impedance matrix interpolation methods has encountered great difficulties. For example, when MLFMA is used in the impedance matrix interpolation methods, ''low frequency interruption'' problem will be encountered in the low frequency band. When the traditional FFT-based fast algorithms combine with these category methods, large interpolation error and seriously lowered accuracy are often likely because of cognitive misconception.
In the traditional FFT-based fast algorithms, near elements must be corrected by MoM, that is, near elements must belong to the near correction matrix. The near elements here refer to the elements that intersect the expansion box of basis function and the expansion box of testing function in a unified Cartesian grid. Since boxes intersection inevitably lead to the singularity of fitting Green's function, the traditional FFT-based fast algorithms replace the singularity by a constant, but do not study the replacement value in depth. This paper, in contrast, studies replacement experimental data at first and finds that near elements can still keep high fitting accuracy within a certain range when optimal replacement value is chosen. Near elements within this range can be corrected without using MoM, so this part of near elements will belong to the far matrix. In other words, the new scheme will significantly reduce the number of elements in near correction matrix. Moreover, such characteristic is similar over the entire frequency band. We find that FG-FFT with optimal replacement scheme not only overcomes the problem of inaccurate inter/extrapolation of near matrices by traditional replacement scheme, but also significantly reduces the memory requirement and the computational time compared to the traditional FG-FFT point-by-point calculation. Thus, efficient calculation of wide-band analyzing problem by FG-FFT combined with inter/extrapolation matrix method is achieved.
II. MOM MATRIX INTER/EXTRAPOLATION FORMULA AND FG-FFT A. INTER/EXTRAPOLATION OF MOM MATRICES
Electric field integral equation (EFIE) is often used to analyze the 3D electromagnetic problems of PEC in free space. After using MoM, the integral equation is transformed into matrix equation.
where Z , I and V represent the MoM-Matrix, the current coefficients vector, and the excitation vector, respectively. Their elements are all functions of frequency f , whose variation range is [f l , f h ]. The surface of the target is discretized at the highest frequency of f h . And triangulation is adopted. Wavelength of the highest frequency is denoted by λ h . Z mn is defined as a matrix element of Z , which needs to be corrected for more accurate interpolation. Element expression of its corrected matrix element is [10] :
here f r = f /f h is the normalized frequency. R mn is the distance between facet S m and facet S n . S m ∩ S n = 0 means that the facets S m and S n have at least one common triangle, while S m ∩ S n = 0 means that the facets S m and S n have no common triangles. Frequency-sweeping cases by cubic polynomial inter/extrapolation method are utilized [10] . The method firstly calculates the corrected matrices on four normalized frequency points
The Chebyshev interpolation nodes is adopted in this paper. The inter/extrapolation expression for each frequency point f r in the frequency band [f l , f h ] is:
where
In this way, elements of MoM-Matrix on each frequency point can be obtained over the entire frequency band [f l , f h ] simply by interpolation using Eq. (3). Afterwards, surface current is iteratively calculated, thereby obtaining the RCS over the entire frequency band.
B. FG-FFT
Since MoM requires the high computational complexity and memory requirements, fast algorithms are a necessary means for electrically large targets. Among them, FFT-based fast algorithms are efficient methods. The MoM-matrix Z is approximated as Z FFT , which consists of two parts: Z near and Z far [25] 
here Z near is referred to as the near correction matrix, which is defined as the near part of Z − Z far . Computational expression for Z far is:
where η and k are the wave impedance and the wave number in the free space, respectively; and d are the coefficient transformation matrices; G is a triple Toeplitz matrix related to the Green's function. The matrix-vector product of Z far I can be sped up by FFT in the FFT-based fast algorithms. Here the Green's function is defined as:
here r represents the field point; and r represents the source point.
We note that the far part of Z far in Eq. (5) is the approximation of the far part of Z . In other words, in the far part, Z ≈ Z FFT . Meanwhile singularity occurs during computation of Green's function in the near part of Z far . To implement numerical calculation, traditional FFT-based fast algorithms replace R = 0 with the smaller value R , thereby avoiding singularity in the numerical calculation.
In FG-FFT, the projection coefficients are obtained by solving the following overdetermined equations [25] 
where C n is the expansion box of r , and p are sample points. The projection coefficients π r v,C n are to be determined.
C. WIDE-BAND ANALYSIS USING FG-FFT
FG-FFT is efficient in reducing the far-field storage requirements and computational complexity. However, for the near correction matrix of electrically large targets also needs plenty of storage and filling time, since its each element still needs to be calculated independently and stored separately.
To avoid repetitive computation of near correction matrix for each frequency point, the near correction matrix should be interpolated by polynomial as Eq. (3). According to Eq. (5), the matrix for normalized frequency f r after using near correction matrix interpolation scheme is expressed as
where (Z near ) In is obtained by cubic polynomial inter/ extrapolation method. Here we focus on discussing the near elements. The computational for any near element can be rewritten as
However, experimental data show that in the traditional FG-FFT, Z far mn is always far greater than Z mn in the near field part, so that Z mn is ''submerged'' by the interpolation error between Z far mn and Z far mn In , thus resulting with large error in the near part. This phenomenon is prevalent among FFT-based fast algorithms. To avoid interpolation error in the near part, research and innovation on the near part of FG-FFT is necessary.
III. FITTING SINGULARITY REPLACEMENT SCHEME
In FG-FFT, singularity will appear in the fitting Green's function for near elements, i.e. when the expansion box of field point intersects the expansion box of source point. Traditional approach is to use a smaller value R instead of R = 0 to avoid the singularity in the numerical calculation, followed by correction of the element using MoM. Therefore, in the traditional algorithms, near elements must belong to the near correction matrix. In this section, we first study the effect of different replacement values on the fitting of the near elements. Then an optimal replacement value is obtained by analyzing the experimental data.
A. THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT REPLACEMENT VALUES AT F R = 1
First, we choose 14 intervals
and randomly choose 1000 points in each interval as the distance between field point r and source point r , which is denoted by d. Meanwhile, field point r and source point r are generated randomly for each distance. Grid spacing for expansion boxes of field point r and source point r is both h, and the order is both M = 2. Starting point of the expansion box C m of field point r is set as r h − 1 ×h, while that of the expansion box r is set as
represents the rounding down operation. Fitting Green's function between r and r is expressed as:
here coefficients (π r u,C m and π r v,C n ) are both calculated with FG-FFT [25] . v is the Cartesian grid nodes within C n , whereas u is the Cartesian grid nodes within C m . When r and r are very close, their corresponding expansion boxes C m and C n intersect each other. That is, ∃u ∈ C m and ∃v ∈ C n s.t. R = u − v = 0. Singularity will appear in the right side of Eq. (11). To avoid this, traditional FG-FFT often consider that a smaller value R should be selected instead of R = 0 in the calculation of Green's function. However, there is no research about the effect of different replacement values R on the fitting accuracy of the near elements in other papers. To better distinguish between the influences of different R , relatively large R and small R are adopted for separate testing, i.e. R = 0.002λ and R = 0.1λ. On these 14000 random distances, the points of fitting Green's function are calculated, meanwhile the points of corresponding accurate Green's function are all set as shown in Fig. 1 . The root mean square errors (RMSEs) of partial intervals are recorded in Tab. 1. And RMSE is defined as:
The following conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 1 : 1)Regardless R is 0.002λ or 0.1λ, completely coincident points between the imaginary parts of fitting values and the imaginary parts of accurate values suggest very high fitting accuracy of the imaginary parts, so the fitting error is mainly from real parts.
2)When d > 3h, i.e. when r is distant from r , regardless of smaller replacement value R = 0.002λ or larger one 3)When d < 3h, the real parts of fitting values separate from the real parts of accurate values for both R = 0.002λ and R = 0.1λ, but the degrees and trends are different. Real parts of fitting values corresponding to the smaller replacement value R = 0.002λ are above the real parts of accurate values, while these corresponding to the larger replacement value R = 0.1λ are below the real parts of accurate values.
Through comparisons between the larger and smaller replacement values in Fig. 1 and Tab. 1, we make the following bold speculations:
1)The different replacement values have little influence on the accuracy of imaginary parts of fitting values. 3)Within d < 3h, the real parts of fitting values decline gradually from above of real parts of accurate values with increasing R . So there must be a most appropriate R which allow the real parts of fitting values to coincide with the real parts of accurate values to the greatest extent. At this time, fitting error of real parts is minimum. At this time R is called as the optimal replacement value in this paper.
Additionally, it can be found from the figure that the traditional replacement schemes use a relatively small replacement value. For example, when R = 0 is replaced by R = 0.002λ, the real part of fitting Green's function values is much larger than that of accurate Green's function values.
This leads to the inevitable ''submergence'' of small number by large number as described in the section II-C under traditional replacement schemes when the interpolation method is adopted for the near correction matrices, thereby resulting in large interpolation error.
B. OPTIMAL REPLACEMENT VALUE WHEN F R = 1
It can be seen from the experiment in section III-A that the imaginary part has high fitting accuracy, so we only need to test the real part of Green's function. Assuming the source point r is fixed, the field point r is distributed on a circle of radius R = d. Here, we consider the case of f r = 1 and h = 0.1λ. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , we compare the three cases of R = 0.002λ, R = h 4 and R = 0.2λ at d = 1.75h. It can be observed that the fitting accuracy of R = h 4 is the highest and the accuracy remains stable. As shown in Fig. 2(b) , the same result is obtained at d = 2h.
Therefore, it can be found from the above experiments that R = h 4 is the optimal replacement value. In order to test the effect of optimal replacement value R = h 4 on distance d, the experiment in section III-A is recalculated again. The real parts are presented in Fig. 3 , and the fitting errors of the real parts are recorded in Tab. 2.
Through the comparison of Fig. 1 with Fig. 3 and Tab. 1 with Tab. 2, we can draw the following conclusions: 1)Replacement value should not be too large or too small. We demonstrate through a large number of experimental data that R = h 4 is the optimal replacement value for fitting Green's function in the statistical sense. During numerical calculation, we replace R = 0 with R = h 4 , which allows error minimization of fitting and accurate values of Green's function in the statistical sense.
2)From Tab. 2, we find that the error level is lower than 10 −3 when d > 1.75h and R = h 4 . So presumably the fitting Green's function within this range is approximately equal to the accurate Green's function value and thus does not need correction. Therefore, when the optimal replacement value R = h 4 is applied to the FG-FFT, the element is regarded as the far matrix element if the minimum distance between testing function ψ m and basis function ψ n is greater than 1.75h, otherwise the element is regarded as the near correction matrix element. In this paper, 1.75h is called as the threshold between near field and far field. This allows a large number of near elements to be fitted directly without correction even though they intersect the expansion boxes. In other words, part of near elements no longer belong to the near correction matrix. Hence, the optimal replacement scheme greatly lowers the memory requirements of near correction matrix, thereby reducing the filling time and single iteration time.
C. UNIVERSAL OPTIMAL REPLACEMENT VALUE OVER THE ENTIRE FREQUENCY BAND
The above experiments are about the optimal replacement value obtained at the normalized frequency f r = 1. Whether the optimal replacement value can still maintain small fitting error at other normalized frequencies? We use R = remains excellent property under these normalized frequencies. That is, its error level is lower than 10 −3 in d > 1.75h. Through similar experiments with other normalized frequencies, we can also find that the replacement value remains the low error level property on the entire frequency band. Thus R = h 4 is the universal optimal replacement value over the entire frequency band.
Meanwhile, we note that after the use of optimal replacement value, Z far mn and Z In mn are on the same order of magnitude in Eq. (9), or even smaller. This avoids the ''submergence'' of small number by large number as described in section II-C, thereby significantly reducing the interpolation VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 3. RMSEs of the real parts of the fitting Green's functions with optimal replacement value at f r = 0.5 and f r = 0.25. error of near correction matrix. The new scheme realizes accurate polynomial interpolation according to Eq. (9) at any frequency point on the frequency band. In order to verify that the interpolation accuracy of the new scheme is higher than that of the traditional scheme, a numerical example is tested. The PEC sphere with radius of 1λ h is considered to illustrate the trend of interpolation accuracy with different replacement values in frequency band. The frequency varies from 5 to 30 GHz. We consider the matrix elements Z 11 . In Fig. 6 , the error norms with different replacement values are plotted. It can be seen that the choice of replacement value has an effect on the interpolation accuracy. Compared with the traditional scheme, the proposed scheme reduces the influence of replacement value on interpolation accuracy.
D. APPLICATION OF UNIVERSAL OPTIMAL REPLACEMENT VALUE TO FG-FFT FREQUENCY SWEEPING
Traditional view holds that singularity will appear during fitting since the expansion box of field point intersects the expansion box of source point in near elements, so that the fitting values will no longer be accurate. Hence, near elements must be corrected by MoM and thus they must belong to the near correction matrix. However, we find through above substantial experiments that the fitting values of near elements can in fact still maintain high accuracy within a considerable interval if optimal replacement value is selected. Firstly, the replacement Green's function is defined:
here
And the Eq. (6) need be rewrite as:
Z far in Eq. (14) needs to be calculated directly on each frequency point. We note that G in Eq. (14) still satisfies the Toeplitz property, so the far matrix Z far can still be computed in an accelerated manner using FFT. Z near is still defined as the near part of Z − Z far in Eq. (5), which is corrected using Eq. (2). The near correction matrices is computed only at four frequency points, followed by interpolation calculation of other frequency points according to Eq. (9). In the optimal replacement scheme, the elements are regarded as near correction matrix elements only when the minimum distance between testing function ψ m and basis function ψ n is less than 1.75h, rather than the traditional basis of whether the expansion boxes intersect. The new scheme significantly reduces the number of elements of Z near .
Meanwhile, the universal optimal replacement value R = h 4 maintains excellent accuracy over the entire frequency band. Besides, it is guaranteed that the near elements in Z far are always smaller than the corresponding ones calculated by MoM. Thus, the ''submergence'' of small number by large number as described in section II-C encountered during interpolation is avoided. The universal optimal replacement scheme effectively reduces the interpolation error of near correction matrices over the entire frequency band.
Therefore, when FG-FFT with universal optimal replacement scheme is applied to the wide-band analysis of conductor targets, the near correction matrix Z near as a whole is inter/extrapolated with the cubic polynomial, thereby avoiding repetitive computation of near part at each frequency point. Meanwhile, compared to the traditional FG-FFT with point-by-point calculation, FG-FFT with the universal optimal replacement scheme and interpolation method effectively reduces the memory requirements and filling time of near correction matrix and greatly improves the efficiency of frequency sweeping.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, several numerical examples are provided to verify the computational accuracy and efficiency of FG-FFT with universal optimal replacement scheme for wide-band analysis of conductor target. Grid spacing in the three directions is the same, i.e. h x = h y = h z = h, while expansion order is M = 2. ψ m (ψ n ) is the testing (basis) function; and C m (C n ) is its expansion box. In the traditional schemes, elements are regarded as near elements when C m and C n intersect. In the universal optimal replacement scheme, elements are regarded as near elements when the minimum distance between ψ m and ψ n is less than 1.75h. We call 1.75h the threshold between near field and far field. In the following examples, [M] and [O] represent the traditional replacement scheme and the universal optimal replacement scheme proposed in this paper, respectively. The following examples are all solved using EFIE. The out-of-core memory method is adopted to store the near correction matrixes of four normalized frequencies. All examples use double precision. Computing platform is dualcore eight-thread E3-1505m CPU, while FFT code is from FFTW [29] .
A. A PEC SPHERE
A PEC sphere with a radius of 3λ h is considered, and the incidence angle of incident plane wave is assumed to be
Frequency band are selected between [5GHz, 30GHz], and frequency interval is f = 1GHz. The sphere is triangulated with edges λ h /10 in length. 40,950 RWG basis functions are generated.
The RCS curves of wide-band are shown in Fig. 7 at scattering angles of (θ s , ϕ s ) = (60 • , 0 • ). Fig. 8 illustrates the bistatic RCS curves at 10 GHz, 14 GHz, 20 GHz and 26 GHz, which differ from the interpolated nodes. In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , computation results of other schemes are compared, of which traditional FG-FFT with point-by-point calculation, and traditional FG-FFT with near correction matrix interpolation. Besides, the analytical results from Mie series are also provided for comparison. FG-FFT with universal optimal replacement scheme interpolation calculation can coincide well with the exact solution RCS curve, suggesting the correctness of the proposed scheme.
B. A PEC OPEN CAVITY
Here, we consider the electromagnetic scattering by a PEC open cavity, as shown in Fig. 9 . The direction and polarization of the incident plane wave are also shown in Fig. 9 . Here, the depth of the open cavity is d = 4λ h . The incidence angle is θ i , ϕ i = (45 • , 0 • ). In such cases, the frequency 
C. A PEC MISSILE-LIKE MODEL
A PEC missile-like model is considered in this example, which is shown in Fig. 11 . The incidence angle of incident plane wave is assumed to be θ i , ϕ i = (0 • , 0 • ). Frequency band is selected between [5GHz, 30GHz], and frequency interval is f = 1GHz. The model is triangulated with edges λ h /10 in length. 102,282 RWG basis functions are generated.
The RCS curves of wide-band are shown in Fig. 12 at scattering angles of (θ s , ϕ s ) = (80 • , 0 • ). Fig. 13 illustrates the bistatic RCS curves at 9 GHz, 15 GHz, 21 GHz and 27 GHz, which differ from the interpolated nodes. In Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 , traditional FG-FFT with point-by-point calculation are compared. The results show that FG-FFT with universal optimal replacement scheme and interpolation method coincides well with the RCS curve of traditional FG-FFT with point-by-point calculation, suggesting the correctness of the proposed scheme again. Related data of the two schemes are recorded in Tab. 5. As can be seen, the universal optimal replacement scheme and interpolation method can significantly reduce the memory requirement and the filling time of the near correction matrix, compared with traditional replacement scheme. It's important to note that h = 0.2λ has the better optimization effect. In this case, the universal optimal replacement scheme reduces the total memory requirement and the total CPU time by about 40% with almost no change in accuracy.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, substantial numerical experiments are performed at first to find that different replacement schemes for fitting Green's function singularity have different influences on the fitting accuracy. The universal optimal replacement value over the entire frequency band is sought, which allows the fitting Green's function to be closer to the accurate Green's function value within a certain range, thereby breaking the arbitrariness of replacement values in the traditional FG-FFT. The new replacement scheme can minimize the error of fitting Green's function in the statistical sense and thus greatly reduces the number of near elements in FG-FFT as well as computational time. Besides, the new replacement scheme can avoid the ''submergence'' of small number by large number encountered in the traditional replacement schemes, which can guarantee the accuracy of near correction matrix interpolation over the entire frequency band, thereby achieving effective solving of the wide-band analysis problem of electrically large objects by FG-FFT. Numerical experiments reveal that FG-FFT with universal optimal replacement scheme and interpolation method significantly reduce the memory requirement and the filling time of the near correction matrix, and reduce the total memory requirement and the total CPU time with almost no change in accuracy compared to the traditional FG-FFT with point-by-point calculation for wide-band analysis.
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